By Jeanette Knudsen, Allied ASID

The Second Half of life:

Design forAging

T

·me.It concretely represents the PRESENT as being between the PAST and the FUTURE.
To some individuals, they do not view time fondly.The reasons can be numerous, but for this
article we'll focus on the impact it has on our bodies. Let's face it, each and everyone of
us experience the effects of time. There is no escaping it, like it or not. However, those of
us in the world of design can make a difference, not only for ourselves, but those we love
and our clients.
Designs for aging, accessibility,adaptability,and especially universal design speak to my
heart. It goes to the core of my being. Why? For two reasons: first, I grew up in a righthanded world during a time when everyone was expected to adapt and be the "same." I
am a dominate "lefty" in all I do. Thankfully, my loving father expressed his desire to all my
teachers that I remain me. Designs for aging, accessibility,adaptability,and especially universal
design speak to my heart. She absolutely refused to leave her beloved home. It was a home
that ceased to function to support her and her needs. Knowing this, it caused much anxiety
and despair for my parents, her caregivers. Since I didn't have the knowledge or the skills
that I have today, I was unable to give her the home she desperately needed and desired. Nor
could I give my parents the peace of mind they were seeking, to know she lived in a safe and
comfortable environment. Untimely, her home led to her demise. It may be too late for my
grandmother, but if I can help just one family avoid our experience, I'd be elated.

LEFT: New French Door & Side
Lights with Lever Handle and
Built-in mini-blinds
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My passion about universal design is
the idea of a home that travelswith me
through my years.Those visiting my home,
young, old, able-bodied or not, could easily
and effortlesslyenjoy their visits.My home
would alwaysbe my sanctuary or retreat
no matter what life throws at me. I know
of two women who would find great
value in a home like this. One is paralyzed
from the neck down due to a drive-by
shooting and the other broke her neck as
she flew over her bike's handle bars.Both
women and their families were forced to
leave their existing home and find a new
one to accommodate their disability.Due
to unavailable homes on the market to
accommodate their accessiblerequirements,
finding a new home was difficult.
It's not unusual for me to incorporate some or all of the principles from adaptable, accessible,and universal
design when I'm working with an aging client. I believe it's important to spend quality time with them
exploring and discovering what they want, need, and address
any health issues they face. I dig deep inro the health issues
by extensively researching these issues by looking for the best
solutions that will work for them and their environment,
My current clients are a perfect example. They are newly
retired from the state of Michigan. He loves Arizona, she does
not. He promised her a home of her dreams. She wants it to
feel like home in Michigan. She suffers with severe rheumatoid
arthritis and lupus. So, as we bring "Michigan into her home,
every decision, item, selection, and finish we have made, each
aspect needs to consider her illnesses. As a result, we are
gracefully blending "Michigan," disabilities,a dog, a wife, and
husband into a newly transformed home.
Bank of large kitchen drawers

Here is a sampling of the features we have incorporated into this
phase of the project:
• Easy-to-use kitchen faucet
Honed granite to avoid glare
• Improved general kitchen lighting
• Undercount lighting on dimmer switch
• Honed granite to avoid glare
• Bank oflarge kitchen drawers
• Roll-out shelves
• Drawer & door pulls
• Drawer slides
• Non-glare and non-slip flooring throughout the home
• Changed out arcadia door with an easy to use French door/side lights with lever handle and built in
mini-blinds
• Wooden shutter at windows
• Sunscreens on exterior windows
I could not complete this project without my excellent team of professionals. As I
write this article, we are in the second week of this major renovation. I believe the most
amazing thing is that the clients are able to leave the premise and take a road trip while
the work is being done. For the client to be on the premise of the project, it would have
compromised her health. Our benefit is the ability to knock the project out quickly,
effectively,and relatively painlessly.I'm looking forward to the continued partnership
between my clients, vendors, and team of professionals.
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Jeanette Knudsen,
Allied ASID is the
principal for Design
for a Life Span, LLC.
She is an expert in

universal design, barrier-free
design, and design for aging for
every stage of life.
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